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Semester at Sea is
a “study abroad”
program that
allows students
to sign up for the
trip and either
participate in
field studies in
different countries
around the world 7
or work while on
the ship.
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Overseas venture takes
students across the world
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The Semester
at Sea program
is open to all
students of any
major and has
become very
popular since
its creation.
The program
allows students
to see lifestyles
in other countries around the
world.

By Katie.Titus
@iowastatedaily.com
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ll aboard. ISU students are sailing
around the world in the Semester at
Sea study abroad program.
Semester at Sea took 629 students
from 267 different universities to voyage
around the world. Every voyage has a different theme. The fall semester theme was
“Atlantic Exploration” and spring semester
— the current trip — “Around the World.”
“Students can sign up to do field
components in each place,” said Monica
Ernberger, program coordinator for the
Study Abroad Center. “If not doing a field
study, you can sign up for field trips or
[students] can explore on their own.”
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Amber Carpenter, junior in biology, arranged the Middle Passage project on the ship. The ship took the same path that slave ships took, from West Africa and Barcelona to Spain and Brazil.

GPSS talks conference,
peer mentor program
By Emily.Stearney
@iowastatedaily.com
The Graduate and Professional Student Senate had its first
meeting of the semester Monday.
Though no new bills made for
a relatively brief meeting, a new
graduate program and updates on
the upcoming graduate research
conference were presented to the
senate.
Christopher Nelson, senior
lecturer in English, spoke to GPSS
about the Graduate Peer Mentor
Program, which has been made
available to help graduate students
with their writing process.
Nelson presented a 2013 survey showing both faculty and
students agreed that graduate
students needed help with their
writing.
“We realized there is very little
institutional support for graduate
students,” Nelson said.
The data showed more than
three-fourths of faculty agreed
that graduate writers would benefit from working with a general
English tutor.
However, time is not something faculty has to give these
students.
“There’s a great deal of time
that faculty don’t have to speak
with you,” Nelson said.
This led Nelson and Elena
Cotos, director of the Academic
Communication Program, to create the mentor program, giving
graduate students the chance to
work with each other and critique
their writing.

The Graduate Peer Mentor
Program will offer graduate student support in the form of working with other graduate students
with writing and speaking experience.
“Academia can often be its
own language,” Nelson said.
Graduate students can have
their writing critiqued at any stage
of the writing process and can
work with four different kinds of
writing consultants to develop
their writing skills.
Disciplinary, genre, English
and communication consultants
will all be available to students
whose departments are participating in the program.
“We are not yet open to everyone across the disciplines,”
Nelson said.
Food sciences and human
nutrition, agriculture and biosystems engineering, mechanical
engineering and human development and food sciences are
the only departments currently
involved in the program.
Nelson encouraged senate
members to go back to their colleges and request more information to gain more support and
funding for the program, in the
hopes that the program will grow.
Senators Ruchir Goswami
and Misty Spencer provided updates to the Graduate Professional
Student Research Conference,
which is supported in part by
GPSS.
Goswami described the upcoming conference as “a platform
for all graduate students to present
their research in a relaxed environ-

ment.” The conference was created as a way to prepare graduate
students for conferences of their
own without the pressure of having to present to an unfamiliar
crowd.
“This year, we are trying to
accommodate a higher number
of students,” Goswami said. “We
were able to get many more faculty
judges who volunteered this year.”
After the success of last year’s
conference, which was also Iowa
State’s first, GPSRC has prepared
for a larger turnout.
Peter Freeman, the founding
dean of Georgia Tech’s college
of computing and Adam Ruben,
microbiologist and humorist, will
both be presenting at the conference April 2.
Spencer announced workshops that will be available at the
conference include “how to get a
job in industry,” “how to write an
excellent research and teaching
statement” and “negotiating your
first faculty offer.”
“We have other ways to get involved with poster presentations,
three-minute thesis presentations
and oral presentations,” Spencer
said. More information and opportunities for involvement can
be found on the GPSRC website.
Both he and Spencer, cochairs of GPSRC, encouraged the
senate to spread the word about
the conference, as there is currently a low number of abstract
submissions.
“We need your help in getting
the word out,” Goswami said.
The senate will have its next
meeting Feb. 23.

Through the Semester at
Sea program, students can
travel across the world via
ship. While on her trip,
junior Amber Carpenter
visited countries in
Europe, Africa and
South America.
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Family Transitions
Project receives
$2 million grant
By Vanessa.Franklin
@iowastatedaily.com
With nearly $2 million in
their pockets, the Family Transitions Project in Ames will soon
begin research on couples in late
adulthood.
The Family Transitions
Project, a research initiative that
studies the evolution of families,
recently received a $1.9 million
grant from the National Institute
on Aging to continue its research.
“$2 million sounds like a lot
of money and it is,” said Fred
Lorenz, co-principal investigator and professor of psychology.
“I think any time you want to do
what we would consider leadingedge research, it’s going to take a
lot of measurement. Doing good
research is expensive.”
The study initially began
back in 1989 in order to assess
how families were responding to
the farm crisis that was happening in Iowa at the time. The study
revolved around a “target”, who
was a 13-year-old at the time,
called “Generation One.”
As these “targets” have
grown older, the project has also
grown in order to incorporate
the new third generation of the
targets’ children.
“It’s expensive to collect data
on families,” said Tricia Neppl,
co-director of the study and assistant professor in human development and family studies. “We’re

going back to the original parents
and assessing how their relationships as couples have evolved and
changed over time.”
With this new grant, the project hopes to understand more
about these older couples and
why they make the decisions that
they do.
“I think the promise to learn
how couples adjust to each other
over time is important,” Lorenz
said. “In recent years, the divorce
rate of people over 60 has gone up
remarkably. It is a much larger
social issue than it was a decade
ago.”
The grant will help cover
costs including things such as
paying staff members, equipment
to videotape the couples and
traveling costs.
Data collection and research
is all done in the homes of the
participants and with nearly
2,400 of them, travel costs add
up quick.
“What’s cool about this study
is we have followed these targets
wherever they have ended up,”
Neppl said. “About 70 percent
of them are still in Iowa but the
other 30 percent are all over the
country. We value them so much,
we’ll follow them wherever they
are living.”
With this new grant, the project will be able to compare the
relationships of the target’s parents with the last time data was
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Weather
TUESDAY
Sunny.

WEDNESDAY
Sunny.

THURSDAY

Sunny and windy.

Police Blotter
The information in the log comes from
the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records.

All those accused of violating the law
are innocent until proven guilty in a
court of law.

Jan. 23

for possession of a controlled
substance at Larch Hall (reported at 5:28 p.m.).

Teneisha Doner, 19, of 3320
3rd Street, Des Moines, was
arrested and charged with
driving under suspension and
interference with official acts
at Steinbeck Street and South
Dakota Avenue (reported at
2:04 a.m.).
Britney Rindels, 25, of 4733
North Dakota Avenue, Unit
307, Ames, was arrested and
charged with operating while
intoxicated at Dotson Drive
and Lincoln Way (reported at
2:03 a.m.).
An officer investigated a property damage collision at Lot 34
(reported at 7:43 a.m.).
An officer investigated a property damage collision at University Village (reported at
7:54 a.m.).
An individual reported a case
of identity theft at Armory
(reported at 10:43 a.m.).
An individual reported being sexually assaulted by an
acquaintance. The incident
occurred on 01/19/15 at Larch
Hall (reported at 10:13 a.m.).
Jason Dougherty, 19, of 509
Maple Hall, Ames, was cited
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Weather provided by ISU Meterology Club.

Austin Utterback, 19, of 2293
225th Street, Montrose, was
cited for underage possession
of alcohol. A 19 year old male
driver was referred to DOT officials for a .02 civil violation at
Lincoln Way and Sheldon Avenue (reported at 12:38 a.m.).

An individual reported the
theft of a piece of laboratory
equipment at Hach Hall (reported at 5:32 p.m.).
Jason Dougher ty, 19, of
509 Maple Hall, Ames, was
arrested and charged with
possession of a controlled
substance, possession of drug
paraphernalia and underage
possession of alcohol at Maple
Hall (reported at 8:14 p.m.).
An individual reported the
theft of cash at Forker Building
(reported at 9:30 p.m.).
Ethan Parcher, 19, of 2408
Wilson Hall, Ames, was cited
for underage possession of alcohol at Wilson Hall (reported
at 11:17 p.m.).
Tyler DeMoss, 18, of 2017
Buchanan Hall, Ames, was
arrested on a warrant held
by the Story County Sheriff ’s
Office at Buchanan Hall (reported at 11:33 p.m.).

Jan. 24
Cade Bracker, 18, of 201 Gray
Avenue, Ames, was cited for
underage possession of alcohol at 100 block of South
Hyland Avenue (reported at
2:13 a.m.).
Ibrahim Muili, 21, of 128B
University Village, Ames, was
arrested and charged with
operating while intoxicated at
Blankenburg Drive and Stange
Road (reported at 2:37 a.m.).
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TENNIS

Bender’s path to
Iowa State

Courtesy of Thinkstock
Super Bowl XLIX will take place between the New England Patriots and Seattle Seahawks Sunday at 5:30 p.m. Sweet
and spicy mango salsa with tortilla chips is a snack option to munch on during the game.

Mango salsa and chips
By Jasmine.Schillinger
@iowastatedaily.com
Kickoff the upcoming Super Bowl Sunday
with a sweet and spicy
mango salsa and healthy
baked tortilla chips.
With less than 10
ingredients, this fresh
recipe is sure to be a halftime hit for you and your
guests.
SWEET & SPICY MANGO SALSA
Prep: 10 min
Yield: 4-6 servings
Ingredients
• 1 mango, diced
• 1 tablespoon finely

By Makayla.Tendall
@iowastatedaily.com
On Jan. 26, 28 and 29,
the GSB Election Commission will be holding
informational sessions on
how students can run for
a senate or executive position in the Government of
the Student Body.
The meetings will

By Makayla.Tendall
@iowastatedaily.com
Gov. Terry Branstad
was alert and conscious
after collapsing at a ribbon-cutting ceremony
at Dupont Pioneer in
Johnston, Iowa at 12 p.m.
Monday.
Branstad was taken
by ambulance to Iowa
Methodist Medical Center in Des Moines and
was “conscious and alert

OveR 100 types of

be held at 6 p.m. on the
third floor of the Memorial Union in room
3538. Attendees are not
required to commit to
any positions, and more
information on how to
run will be provided after
the session.
“These informational sessions are open to
all students interested
in becoming involved in

during the transport,”
according to the press
release.
“Doctors noted that
he was dehydrated and
displaying symptoms of
a viral illness,” according
to a press release from
the Office of the Governor.
Branstad was given
fluids and was admitted
overnight.
“We believe the governor has a viral illness
with dehydration. We

REACH US:
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Iowa State Daily
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$5.50 Quesadilla
$5.50 Taco salads
$5.50 3 beef, chicken or pork tacos
$5.50 Pulled pork and fries
$7.50 All you can eat taco buffet

CORN TORTILLA CHIPS
Prep: 15 minutes

Yield: 20 chips
Ingredients
• 5 corn tortillas
• Salt to taste
• Lime to taste
Directions
• Preheat oven to 400
degrees
• Cut tortillas into 4
slices
• Spread tortillas on
cookie sheet
• Sprinkle salt accordingly
• Bake 8-12 minutes,
until chips are turning golden brown at
edges
• Remove from oven,
let cool 5-10 minutes
• Add twist of lime to
provide flavor

the Government of the
Student Body,” said Elections Commissioner Alex
Rodgers. “Attendance is
required at an informational session in order
to qualify for a position.
In extreme cases only, one
may email the Election
Commissioner at rodgeral@iastate.edu with a
valid excuse of why they
were unable to attend.”

Gov. Branstad hospitalized
after ribbon-cutting ceremony

Iowa State Daily
Newsroom

Great lunch specials:

chopped jalapenos,
green peppers for
less spice or habanero peppers for extra heat
• 1/3 cup red onion,
diced
• 1tablespoon lime
juice
• 2 cloves garlic,
minced
• 1/3 cup cilantro,
roughly chopped
• Salt & Pepper
Directions
• Combine all ingredients well and season
with salt and pepper
to taste.

GSB Election Commission to
host informational sessions

294-4120
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also conducted a series
of tests in which we ruled
out other contributing
factors, including cardiac
issues.
The governor is still
receiving fluids and is
resting comfortably,”
said Mark Purtle, M.D.,
chief medical officer of
UnityPoint Health-Des
Moines.
Branstad and Lt.
Gov. Kim Reynolds’ public meetings for Jan. 27
have been canceled.
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An accidental computer error may have contributed to Liera Bender’s
successful tennis career.
To read about the error and
Bender’s path toward playing tennis at Iowa State,
check out the sports section
of the Daily’s website.

PHOTOS

Iowa State takes
on Texas
Just days after its loss to
Texas Tech, the ISU men’s
basketball team took on
Texas during ESPN’s Big
Monday game. For a photo
gallery of the event, go online to the multimedia section of the Daily’s website.

STYLE

Remembering a
designer
January’s Remembering a Designer article
features Coco Chanel as
this month marks the 44th
anniversary of her passing. To read about Chanel’s
life, business and impact
of fashion, check out the
Style section of the Daily’s
website.

MORE INFO

2015 Semester
at Sea
Interested in signing
up for the program or at
least learning more? To find
information about next semester’s opportunity, check
out the news section of the
Daily’s app.

POLL

Is sexual assault
a problem on
campus?
Each week, readers are
invited to answer an online poll question on the
homepage of the Daily’s
website. Vote online to
weigh in on the topic.

Corrections
The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments and suggestions or complaints about
errors that warrant correction.
To submit a correction, please
contact our editor at 515-2945688 or via email at editor@
iowastatedaily.com.
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Social media sites like Facebook present an opportunity for freshmen on campus to build and sustain new friendships. Reynol Junco, associate professor of education, found in a recent study that the use of Facebook among
sophomores, juniors and seniors on campus had minimal effects on the students’ grades. However, it was found that the time spent on Facebook for freshmen had a negative impact on their GPAs.

SOCIAL MEDIA SLIDE
Study finds Facebook interferes with time managment

By Elaine.Godfrey
@iowastatedaily.com
Poor self-regulation,
rather than social media,
may be to blame for low
grades, according to a
new study conducted by
Reynol Junco, associate
professor of education.
Junco’s study surveyed 1600 college students of varying class
ranks to estimate how
much time they spend on
Facebook, what they do on
the site and how often they
are multitasking.
He also took note of
each student’s GPA.
For sophomores, juniors and seniors, using
Facebook didn’t seem to
have any negative effects

on their grades, but for
freshman students, time
spent on Facebook had a
significant negative impact on their GPAs.
However, sites like
Facebook are necessary
for freshmen students,
Junco said, because they
help ease the transition
from high school to college. They help students
build and maintain new
friendships.
Without social media, students might feel
disconnected from their
peers and are in danger of
dropping out.
“It’s a double-edged
sword for freshmen,” Junco said. “They almost need
to be on Facebook, but
they seem to have trouble
regulating their Facebook

use.”
Self-regulation is
the real issue behind low
GPAs, Junco said. He says
the study is much more
broad than the effects of
social media.
“Some might hear that
this [study] is about Facebook, and to me, it’s not,”
Junco said. “It’s about
Facebook being a window
into self-regulation skills.”
Freshmen, he said,
have difficulty managing
their free time once they
get to college and they
don’t yet have the discipline to schedule study
time.
“I don’t think this is
something for freshman
to take on themselves. It’s
more of a society issue,”
Junco said. “We should be

teaching self-regulation
skills as early as middle
school.”
For Javier Montalvo,
sophomore in construction engineering, his first
few weeks at Iowa State
were difficult, but not because of social media.
“[Facebook] doesn’t
take up much of my time,”
Montalvo said. “It doesn’t
affect my studying hours
or school hours, but it
was hard at the beginning
because you don’t know
much about [self-regulation] until college.”
Montalvo would have
appreciated more practice
with time management in
high school, such as “giving you responsibility to
check for your own assignments and [doing more

things] on your own.”
He said, “teachers aren’t
all over you like in high
school.”
Blake Burns, senior
in computer engineering, thinks that developing
time management skills is
different for everyone.
“I feel like it’s just a
personal thing,” he said.
“Especially freshman year,
you feel very unguided. At
the end of freshman year,
I felt like I wasted a lot of
my time.”
But maybe that’s sort
of a rite of passage, Burns
said.
“Most people get
there personally,” he said.
“They can’t understand
they’re bad at [time management] until they do it.”
Burns said he has got-

ten much better at time
management in his years
at Iowa State. Freshmen
just have to figure out how
to use their time wisely.
“We know that selfregulation is malleable.
You can teach it and
change it,” Junco said.
“We need to start looking
at that at younger ages, so
that when freshmen get
onto campus, they can
say, ‘Okay, now I need to
focus on this,’ while understanding that it’s important to have a social life
as well.”
Junco plans to conduct his next study on
this issue and is currently
collecting data on selfregulation intervention
for younger students on
campus.

Local response team helps sexual assualt survivors
By Danielle.Ferguson
@iowastatedaily.com
When someone reports being sexually assaulted, the last thing they
want to worry about is paying for the medical tests or
support services.
That’s why the Story
County Sexual Assault Response Team, or SART,
offers free response services for those who report
being sexually assaulted,
said Steffani Simbric, Story
County SART coordinator.
Once an assault is reported at one of the SART
agencies — Thielen Health
Center, Mary Greeley and
Story County Medical
Center — a three-person
response team visits the
survivor on-site.
The team includes a
sexual assault nurse examiner who has special
training in collecting sexual
assault evidence, a sexual
assault advocate who offers emotional support and
victim rights education and
a law enforcement officer
who takes a report of the
investigation, depending
on how involved the survivor wishes to be.
Anthony Greiter, outreach officer with the department of public safety,
has been with Story County
SART since 2006 and said
the survivor is always in
control of how involved he
or she would like to be in
the investigation.
“My goal as a law enforcement officer responding to sexual assaults is to
put the power back in the

What not to do after a sexual assault
After being sexually assaulted, the Sexual Assault
Response Team advises that victims do not:
• Change anything at the location where the assault occurred
• Eat or drink
• Shower
• Brush your teeth
• Go to the bathroom
• Change your clothes
These activities could destroy physical evidence
that may be helpful if you later decide to pursue legal
action.
SART also advises victims that a sexual assault is
never their fault.
hands of the victim so they
are in control of how and
when they share their account of the events that
took place,” Greiter said.
“Every step of the way, I
try to make them feel as
comfortable as possible.”
Simbric said helping
the survivor feel safe, yet
empowered is important.
“The theory is that all
the power has been taken
away from the victim in a
sexual assault, so we want
to restore that for them,”
Simbric said.
The survivor may
choose any or all of the
services SART offers, and
Simbric said a majority of
survivors accept all the offered services.
In early conversations
with law enforcement,
it can be difficult for the
survivor to decide if they
would like to press criminal
charges, Simbric said. Iowa
law allows the survivor a
10-year period to pursue
a criminal case against the

accused. If the survivor was
under the age of 18 when
the assault took place, he
or she has 10 years after
the 18th birthday to report.
Though the survivor
has this amount of time
to press charges, physical
evidence does not last that
long. The survivor has 120
hours after the incident to
decide whether they would
like to go through the sexual assault examinations.
“The chances of collecting any evidence on
the body after 120 hours
— or five days — is slim to
none,” Simbric said.
Going through the
physical examinations can
help make a stronger case
for the survivor if he or she
chooses to wait years to
pursue charges, Greiter
said.
If a survivor chooses
to report being assaulted
and decides to go through
the medical process, Greiter said he or she should
avoid showering, urinating,

brushing teeth, changing,
eating or drinking prior to
the examination.
If a sexual assault is
reported to have taken
place on the ISU campus
between students, the university is required to respond in compliance with
Title IX, which states: “The
Dean of Students Office
and ISU Police may take
immediate interim actions
to protect the safety of the
university community, to
enable students with complaints and witnesses to
continue studies, and to
ensure the integrity of an
investigation.”
Once the university
is aware of an assault, it
must decide whether it is
an ongoing threat capable
of being sent out as a timely
warning to the university
community.
Robinette Kelley, director of the Office of Equal
Opportunity, said the university’s goal is to make
sure the survivor and the
campus community are
safe.
If the incident is within
university jurisdiction, the
university generally has
about 60 days to perform
an investigation, unless
the university can provide
viable reasons for a delay
in the investigation, while
still proving progress in the
investigation.
“[The university] takes
these very seriously,” Kelley said. “Campus safety is
a primary concern.”
During an investigation, the university is not
allowed to disclose any
specific information with

Sexual assault response resources
If you have experienced a sexual assault, there are
a number of resources available to you.
If you choose to report a sexual assault, here are
services available to you and steps you may need to
take.
If you report a sexual assault to one of the Story
County Sexual Assault Response Team, or SART, centers — Mary Greeley, Thielen Health Center or Story
County Medical Center — a SART group will come to
the site and provide information to you.
These group members include:
• A sexual assault nurse examiner who has special
training in collecting sexual assault evidence,
• A sexual assault advocate whom offers emotional
support and victim rights education and
• A law enforcement officer who takes a report of
the investigation, depending on how involved the
victim wishes to be.
Once at the medical center, you may select any or
all of the services SART offers to you, which include:
• ACCESS (Assault Care Center Extending Shelter
and Support) - 29-ALERT or (515) 292-5378
• Mary Greeley Medical Center (515) 239-2155
• Thielen Student Health Center (515) 294-5801
• Planned Parenthood (515) 292-1000
• Story County Medical Center (515) 382-2111
• ISU Police (515) 294-4428
• Ames Police (515) 239-5133
• Story County Sheriff’s Office (515) 382-6566
• ISU Dean of Students Office (515) 294-1020
• Office of Equal Opportunity (515) 294-7612
the public or media in concern with the survivor and
the case.
Kelley said the recent
reports of sexual assaults
may not be because of an
increased number of sexual
assaults on campus, but
because of an increased
empowerment of survivors
to step forward and report
the incident.
“People feel more em-

powered and we’ve created
a culture where people are
reporting, since it is one of
the least reported crimes or
acts that can happen,” Kelley said. “If we’re creating
an environment in campus
culture that encourages
people to come forward,
then we are doing our due
diligence in trying to resolve the campus of these
types of situations.”
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Horoscopes

by Linda Black

Today’s Birthday
(01/28/15)
Partnership unlocks doors this year. Strengthen community connections.
Money flows with greater ease after 3/20. Think, plan and strategize
before launching a new creative collaboration after 4/8. Travel and
research may be involved. Listen for what’s wanted and needed.
Organize, sign and manage paperwork after October revelations. Invest
and manage savings. Work together for solutions. Stand for love.
To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries - 9

(March 21-April 19)
A unique opportunity
comes your way. A
long shot pays off. Increase your
visibility. Help someone achieve
a seemingly impossible goal. Ask
questions. Bright ideas center on
material matters.

Taurus - 8

(April 20-May 20)
Navigate obstacles
or breakdowns,
and there’s money to be made
today and tomorrow. Share your
inspiration. Clarify theoretical or
bizarre questions. A friend makes a
contact for you.

Gemini - 7

(May 21-June 20)
Someone’s saying
nice things about you.
Confidently take charge today and
tomorrow. An important message
finally comes through. Upgrade
technology, if necessary. Think
through what you truly need.

Cancer - 8

(June 21-July 22)
Let things simmer over
the next two days. Take
it easy, and think through recent
developments. Let ideas gel.
Listen to intuition, when choosing
a creative direction. Set team
goals, and make plans.

Leo - 7

(July 23-Aug. 22)
Your friends are your
inspiration, especially
today and tomorrow. Enjoy time
spent together. Keep track of
earnings. Watch your budget. It’s
not a good time to gamble. Come
up with profitable ideas.

Virgo - 8

(Aug. 23-Sept.
22) There’s plenty
of work today and
tomorrow. Withstand and profit
from criticism. Keep in action, and
postpone family time if you must.
Encounter new problems. Check
out an interesting suggestion.

Sudoku

Libra - 7

(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Should you go or
should you stay? An
escape to new settings could be
delightful today and tomorrow.
Allow extra time to make
connections. Mix business and
pleasure on the trip.

Scorpio - 7

(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The funds you
expected could be
delayed. Adapt to surprising
communications. Think over
alternative solutions. Handle
financial matters today and
tomorrow.

Sagittarius - 8  

(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You may respectfully
disagree with an
opinionated person. Avoid sparks
by listening without automatically
reacting. A partner or assistant is
a big help for the next couple of
days. Don’t mouth off.

Capricorn - 8

(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Right now, you’re wise
to finish what you’ve
started. You’re entering two days
of steady work effort. It could get
intense. A study date can be very
productive. Sidestep unexpected
communications gracefully.

Aquarius - 7

(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Stick to joyful pursuits
today and tomorrow.
You’re especially lucky with love
and games. It’s not a good time
for speculation, though. Listen for
the commitment underneath a
complaint. Avoid getting irritated.

Pisces - 8

(Feb. 19-March 20)
Attend to family
matters today and
tomorrow. Postpone paperwork
until later. Strengthen home
infrastructure and workability.
Slow down and listen to what the
crew wants.

by the Mepham Group

LEVEL:

1 2 3 4

Complete the
grid so each row,
column and 3-by3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.
org.uk

Crossword

Courtesy of Mike Kargol

Director of University Affairs Nick Terhall attended the Iowa Bike Summit on Friday, using the invitation as a means to further develop Iowa State’s
bike share program, as well as find more funding to finally put the plan into action.

GSB member attends summit to
improve ISU bike share program
By Michaela.Ramm
@iowastatedaily.com
A member of GSB had
the opportunity to help improve a bike share project in
the works by traveling to the
Iowa Bike Summit.
Nick Terhall, director of
University Affairs, used the
summit to find ways to help
improve GSB’s current project, the bike share program
for Iowa State’s campus.
Hillary Kletscher, president of GSB, said the bike
program was something she
took the lead on initially before transitioning the power
over to Terhall.
“I’m very excited about
the project. It was really
something I really enjoyed
starting as vice president,”
Kletscher said. “It just
shows that what we do in
student government can
have a larger impact and
really mean something to
the student experience. I
really hope we can make it
happen.This could take a
long time, but we want to
make sure that funding isn’t
the piece that is holding us
back from putting a project
in place.”
Terhall said he had
the opportunity to network
with funding agencies at the
state and federal level, while
learning about the grant application processes.
“It was really great to
get some more exposure to
state and local officials who
may have heard of the program before,” Terhall said.

ISU BIKESHARE TIMELINE
Summer 2013
• Industrial design students proposed the idea of a
bike share program to GSB.
2013-2014 Academic Year
• GSB President Spencer Hughes and Vice President
Hillary Kletscher began to bring students and administration together to talk about the possibility
of a bike share program.
Beginning of fall 2014
• A student in an graduate-level design class
worked on the bike share program for their capstone, but the GSB Senate decided not to fund the
program. The senate felt it had too little information to spend money on the program.
End of fall 2014 semester
• The design students and instructors sought grants
and other funding, created a prototype of a bike
and completed a feasibility study of the program.
Spring 2015
• The GSB Senate will review the feasibility study to
determine whether or not it wants to reconsider
funding the program or advancing it in any way.
“They were really impressed
by the progress we made in
the last year.”
The program was the
brainchild of industrial
design students, who proposed the program to GSB
to ask for funding.
Gabe Walsh, speaker of
GSB, said the proposal was
initially denied. However,
after a change in the bill,
the program received the
funding, as well as a GSB
committee to look into the
project.
Walsh said the whole
idea for the bill was to not
just give the bike share com-

mittee money because there
were so many student objections to the program.
“We alleviated that by
giving them less money. We
also created this committee
to gather student voices and
use our resources,” Walsh
said. “As representatives,
we have connections other
people might not have.”
The next step for the
bike share program would
be getting the funding.
“I’m looking to find a
couple business or finance
students to help us out with
the grant application process,” Terhall said.

There are currently
multiple groups working
to advance the program,
including industrial design students, mechanical
design students and community regional planning
students, who completed a
feasibility study of the bike
share program on campus.
“There’s some things
they identified infrastructure improvements that we
really should make before
we commit to putting a system on campus,” Kletscher
said.
Terhall said the summit
gave him a good insight on
what projects have done.
“I think what was most
helpful was Mason City’s,”
Terhall said. “They’re a
good model for us to start
looking at and figuring out
how we can scale it down to
do it on campus.”
Terhall said Mason
City’s system had more of
what the potential ISU program would have, such as
the infrastructure, marketing, public relations and
working with law enforcement. The program has
been working this semester
to have all of its prototyping
done.
“We’re working to send
off bikes to manufacturers within the next week to
[week-and-a-half],” Terhall
said. Terhall said the summit was a great opportunity
and he’s confident he will
accomplish the goals he’s
set for the bike share program before his graduation
in May.

CyRide on agenda for City Council meeting
By Katie.Titus
@iowastatedaily.com
The Ames City Council will have a staff report
on Residential High-Density Evaluation of CityWide Streets during its
meeting, which begins at 7
p.m. Tuesday at City Hall.
There have been 10

Across
1 Many an Amman
man
5 Grab, as ice cubes
9 Seuss character
who “speaks for the
trees”
14 Ship bottom
15 Auth. unknown
16 Fit to be tied
17 Opposed to
18 Flat-topped elevation
19 Consumerist
Ralph
20 Rock used for
hammering, e.g.
23 Mousse kin
24 NBC skit show
25 Neighbor of Can.
28 Seasoned veteran
31 Sneaker brand
34 Sharper, as vision
36 One that falls in
the fall
38 Shari Lewis’ Lamb
Chop, memorably
40 Media workers’
org.
42 Mentalist Geller
43 Home of baseball’s
Marlins
44 First piece moved
in chess, often
47 Takes a load off
48 “Incredible!”
49 __ Piper
51 Half a colon

52 Blog VIPs
53 Bubble bath spot
55 Arctic sea bird
57 Classic comedy
team, with “The” ...
and what the last
words of 20-, 38- and
44-Across comprise
63 Mexican mom
66 Wrap for a sprain
67 Agatha Christie’s
title
68 Universal principle
69 Letter-named
thoroughfares in
Bklyn.
70 Soprano Gluck
71 Gossipmonger
72 Religious offshoot
73 Ringful on a belt

Down
1 Triumphant cries
2 Littlest of a litter
3 Voice below
soprano
4 Showy jewelry
5 Fare steamed in
corn husks
6 Ten C-notes
7 Wine quality
8 Annoying swarm
9 Kitchen flooring
10 Like much early
history
11 “Cool!”
12 Had a bite

13 Gen-__: boomer’s
kid, usually
21 Surprised scream
22 Cleaning up after
the mess?
25 Still owed
26 Appear that way
27 Palette user
28 Inscribed award
29 Check from the IRS
30 Films featuring
chaps in chaps
32 Fasten, as buttons
33 Junkyard metal
35 Protestant denom.
37 Let loose
39 Fuzzy fruit
41 Detested thing
45 Insult
46 Most shipshape
50 Lovebirds, e.g.
54 Software test
versions
56 George Eastman’s
camera
57 Easy race pace
58 Whence icicles
hang
59 Building detail,
briefly
60 Big windstorm
61 Award for a sitcom
62 Red and Coral
63 Mother’s Day
month
64 Bough breaker
65 Racket

streets in Ames that were
evaluated in areas such
as central and downtown
Ames, Ontario Street, West
Lincoln Way, Mortenson
Road and South Ames. The
streets were scaled by density, high, average and low.
A hearing for concrete
pavement improvements
on Hayward Ave. will be
heard by the council.

TACOS

pizza. Beer.
Sports.
MONDAY:
BEER AND WINGS

Collegiate Presbyterian Church discussed the
issues with the council
Dec. 22.
The resolution will
approve final plans during the meeting.
The last route that
will have resolution on
the meeting is the CyRide
route 24th Street and
Bloomington Road for
pavement improvements.
The second vote on
the Vending ordinance,
third vote on repealing
and replacing chapter 31.
Historic Preservation and
a third vote on repealing
municipal code Section
17.31 pertaining to lapdances will be heard in
ordinances.
Check the City of
Ames website for more
information.

Iowa State University

$2 Pints Coors Lt, Bud Lt,
Blue Moon, Molson,
& Dos XX Ambar
$3 Guinness, Stella Cidre, &
Redds Apple Ale
$4 for 5 wings
(boneless or tratidional)

Roy J. Carver Scholarship
In honor of Roy J. Carver who achieved success through initiative and hard work

Twenty $5200 scholarships will be awarded for 2015-2016
Eligibility Requirements:

top shelf
Wednesday

Mug club
thursday

NO COVER
9 TO CLOSE
$1.50 Wells
$2 Captain Drinks
$2 7&7 Drinks

$4 Coors Lt, Bud Lt, and
Blue Moon Mugs
$4 well 32oz. mugs (vodka,
gin, rum, whiskey drinks)
all day and night

Make

Members will discuss a
resolution for the hearing
to approve the final plans
and award the contract
to Con-Struct Inc., in the
amount of $1,035,707.45
to do the pavement improvements.
Other streets that
have hearings tomorrow
night to discuss pavement
improvements include
West Street and Woodland
Street.
CyRide is currently
having problems moving
through the streets because of the conditions of
the roads, which are causing cars to cut through the
Collegiate Presbyterian
Church parking lot.
The church brought
up a number of concerns it
had with the current state
of the streets.

Es Tas Part of your week.

*Iowa Resident for 5 Years or Iowa High School grad
*2.80 Cumulative GPA
*Junior Status as of Fall 2015
*Demonstrate Financial Need by Filing the FAFSA Prior to March 1
*Social/Other Barrier to
Attending College Full-Time

Apply online at: www.carvertrust.org
For questions call: 515-294-0103

Deadline: April 1, 2015
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No more
rape culture
By Michael.Glawe
@iowastatedaily.com

I

Infographic:
Richard Martinez/
Iowa State Daily

n Vladimir Nabokov’s
masterpiece, “Lolita”,
we are given the villainous tale of Humbert Humbert, a proper yet detestable
man who becomes sexually
infatuated with the 12-yearold Dolores Haze, a “nymphet” in Humbert’s words.
The book is a narration by
Humbert, who wishes to
explain himself to a world he
deems unfit to understand
his predicament.
Throughout the novel, Humbert desperately
attempts and succeeds in
sexually abusing Dolores,
who he secretly names
“Lolita.” As
Humbert explains, he and
Lolita were in
love with each
other and it
was she who
forced herself
upon him. I
remember
reading Humbert’s shameless excuses
and how I was
nearly tricked
into sympathizing with
him. With horror, I realized
Nabokov’s
mastery — as
a reader, you
actually side
with Humbert.
The subtle mind game
of the book provides an interesting parallel that demands our attention. Although “Lolita” is a story of
pedophilia, it falls into the
shadow of rape and Humbert’s excuses, and our reactions to them are not unlike
those of the perpetrators of
that crime. The parallel becomes eerily familiar when
Humbert drugs “Little Lo”
with the intention of abusing her.
Whether we like it or
not, many universities, including Iowa State, have
the capacity to play host to
multiple Humbert Humberts. In many cases, rapists
satisfy their sick pleasures
without consequence and
the victims live on, absent
of retribution or consolation
and full of pain, sorrow and
anger.
Nonexistent repercussions are what you get in a
culture that shrugs at the
victims and callously dismisses their claims.
How deplorable it is
that grown men can write a
hit song with the line, “You

know you want it,” and re- has anything to do with what
peat it 18 times. I remember the woman was wearing or if
listening to “Blurred Lines” she forced herself upon you.
at parties, and, with yet an- Accountability begins and
other horrifying realization, I ends with us.
Azar Nafisi, author of
enjoyed its catchiness.
It is the nonchalance of “Reading Lolita in Tehran”,
the song — among others provided an interesting con— that appalls me. The tune trast to Humbert’s victim
represents a deplorable, when she observed, “Bedetestable, disgusting, de- cause her name is not Lolita,
pressing, despicable culture her real name is Dolores,
of rape that is largely ignored which means “dolour” in
by universities for the sake of Latin, so her real name is
keeping rape numbers low. associated with sorrow and
Fill those dorms and colleges with anguish and with inno— the breeding grounds for cence, while Lolita becomes
these monsters — without a sort of light-headed, seconcern for the violence at ductive, and airy name. The
Lolita of our novel is both of
night.
More than 40 percent these at the same time and
of U.S. colleges and univer- in our culture here today,
sities have not conducted we only associate it with one
investigations of alleged aspect of that little girl and
sexual assaults. According the crassest interpretation
to the Rape Abuse and In- of her.”
As men, too often we
cest National Network, only
about 2 in 100 rapists will perceive women as the seever serve a day in jail. Why? ductive “Lolita,” instead
The culture of rape is thriv- of preserving the innocent
ing, that’s why.
Dolores. Humbert realizes
Common behaviors as- at the end of the novel that
sociated with rape culture he stole Dolores’ identity
include the trivialization and made it his own — he
of rape, the denial of wide- robbed her of her childhood.
spread rape — ahem, uni- We do the same when we
versities — and blaming the objectify women and see
them how we want to see
victim.
We are all at once equal them, except we never come
manifestations of Mr. Hum- to the realization that we are
bert when we ask a rape vic- defining who they are for
tim, “What were you wear- them. In that guiltless light,
ing that night?” or “Were you we may stoop lower than
drinking?” What about the even Humbert himself.
The sexual obsession
rapist? The villain? Does his
social prerogatives super- is a squandering pursuit.
sede the victim’s safety? Our It sucks the vitality out of
dialogue, for some reason, life, diminishes the qualrequires two-sidedness. But ity of genuine intercourse
this issue cuts deeper into with a lover and ultimately
the very fabric of a society leaves us in shame and want
laced with misogyny and of something greater than
inequality.
ourselves. As men, we can
I a m , a d m i t t e d l y , emancipate ourselves from
ashamed of my gender. We the slavery of addiction and
think with our crotch first find solace in greater pleaand our brain later. After five sures.
years of undergraduate hell,
I can think of no betI am convinced that every ter ending punctuation to
man attends college for two this conclusion than that
reasons: job security and the of Shakespeare’s Sonnet
fulfillment of physical plea- 129, which, as Harold Bloom
sures. Perhaps this explains from “A Streetcar Named
why rape culture is so endur- Desire” puts it, is “a litany of
ing on our campuses — it desire that prophesies only
is an opportunity to satisfy further desire, further erotic
sexual drives. Maybe this disaster.”
proclamation is
too Freudian, but Th’ expense of spirit in a waste of shame
it seems common Is lust in action, and till action, lust
nowadays — an Is perjured, murd’rous, bloody, full of blame,
observation reinSavage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to trust,
forced with ample
Enjoyed no sooner but despisèd straight,
evidence.
While there Past reason hunted, and no sooner had,
a r e m e n w h o Past reason hated as a swallowed bait
have built up a
On purpose laid to make the taker mad;
resistance to the
i n s t i n c t o f o u r Mad in pursuit, and in possession so,
lowly origins, the Had, having, and in quest to have, extreme;
majority has sur- A bliss in proof, and proved, a very woe;
rendered the deBefore, a joy proposed; behind, a dream.
cision-making to
a shallower force. All this the world well knows, yet none knows well
Guys, none of this To shun the heaven that leads men to this hell.

EDITORIAL CARTOON

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Pipeline wrong for Iowa
By Angela Carter,
graduate student in national
resource ecology and management and sociology

Megan Kalb/Iowa State Daily

A proposed crude oil pipeline would cross ISU research
farms and just south of Ames, yet,
to date, our university and local
leaders have been relatively quiet
about its potential impact to our
community’s health.
The oil spill in the Yellowstone River provides further evidence about the hazards of oil
pipelines. The Bridger pipeline
spilled 40,000 tons of crude Bakken oil into the Yellowstone River
on Jan. 17. Benzene, a cancercausing agent, has polluted local
water supplies in Montana.
Despite federal rules, 50 feet
of the Bridger pipeline was exposed in the riverbed near the
break. In 2011, the pipeline was
confirmed to be 8 feet below the

river, meaning it only took a little
over four years for changes in the
riverbed to expose the pipeline.
Two spills in the past four
years in the Yellowstone River
provide all the evidence we need
to say no to the Bakken pipeline.
Floods and other natural forces
can expose pipelines.
In Ames, we know well that
our rivers are prone to more frequent and severe flooding. The
proposed Bakken pipeline would
carry crude oil through several
major watersheds. Further, the
proposed Iowa Bakken pipeline
will be six times larger than the
Bridger.
Visit nobakken.com to find
information about how to file an
objection with the Iowa Utilities
Board, letting them know that
the proposed Bakken pipeline
presents too great a risk to our
soil, water, and communities. As
a renewable energy leader, Iowa
doesn’t need a pipeline.

5
EDITORIAL

Strike down
bans against
same-sex
marriages
As of 2015, 36 states in the U.S allow gay marriage. Some of those states
arrived at this way of thinking by court
decision, some by state legislation and
still fewer by way of a popular vote. Now,
the U.S. Supreme Court has decided to
take the constitutional legality of gay
marriage bans into consideration. The
decision is set to be argued in April —
most likely to be decided in June — so
while the decision won’t be made for
several months, keeping the matter in
mind as the judicial process takes its
course is still of the utmost importance.
The federal ban on gay marriage,
which was struck down in 2013, created
the opportunity for lower courts to overturn gay marriage bans at the state level,
which they did in mass. At the time of the
2013 removal of the federal ban, only 12
states — Iowa being one of them — had
struck down the bans on their own. Since
then, 24 more states have followed suit
— 22 of them through lower court decisions — and extended the right to marry.
This decision stands to be either a
significant gain or a monumental setback
for American civil liberties. Should the
appeal against same-sex marriage bans
be upheld, state court decisions could
be reversed and possibly return us to the
original 12, if not fewer. However, should
the bans be struck down — as has been
the national trend — then the remaining
14 states maintaining their opposition to
marriage equality would find themselves
with even less ground to stand on.
In Alabama, for example, a federal court has ruled the ban on samesex marriages to be unconstitutional.
However, the state’s attorney general,
Luther Strange, has appealed the ruling
and won a 14-day delay on the new law.
The appellate court, which will hear
Alabama’s appeal has already struck
down a similar request from the state of
Florida, but Strange believes Alabama’s
request should be approved because of
the upcoming Supreme Court decision.
“... We know that the Supreme Court
will tell us, within six months, whether
states must recognize same-sex marriages ... If the Constitution requires
same-sex marriage, the stay will be a very
short one,” Strange said in an interview
with al.com.
Six months. Six month is all the state
of Alabama is asking. Basically, you waited this long, what’s another half year?
Six months on top of a lifetime of
inequality. Six months until you can
have the rights that have already been
granted to millions of other Americans.
Six months until you get to have the
same rights.
Alabama wants to be exempt from
enforcing a court decision for as long as
possible, but the play to stall for time can
be seen as a clear act of desperation —
the delaying of the inevitable.
Should Alabama’s appeal be struck
down, the decision will hopefully be
echoed across the entire nation when
the Supreme Court releases its decision
in June. Granting the right to marry to a
wider population of Americans, as discussed in a previous editorial from this
board, will do nothing to harm the legal
institution of marriage, only the religious
institution of marriage.
The latter of the two should have
no bearing on U.S. law, as we have no
official religion and therefore religious
sentiment should not carry weight in
legal matters.
Those who would be allowed to
marry under what will hopefully become
the law of the land are not asking to
be granted more rights than any other
Americans or to be singled out. They are
not asking to be treated differently or in
higher regard than any other Americans.
They are simply asking to be treated the
exact same as their fellow Americans.
In this case, the best reparations for
decades of intolerance based in ignorance and fear is easy enough — simply
see to it that justice is served.
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TAMING TEXAS

Cyclones survive to maintain Big 12 title hopes
By Alex.Gookin
@iowastatedaily.com
After a performance
against Texas Tech that
had some ISU fans thinking the sky was falling,
Iowa State finally got shots
falling against Texas.
The Longhorns’ potent zone defense was no
match for an Iowa State
offense that was in the
zone from tip.
That is, until a Texas-sized comeback in
the final minutes nearly
dropped the Cyclones for
their second-straight loss.
After shooting 0-of-7
behind the arc in the first
half, the Longhorns made
10-of-15 in the second to
combat a stingy ISU interior defense and come back
from a 21-point deficit.
In the end, Iowa
State’s signature highefficiency attack was too
much for the Longhorns to
overcome as No. 15 Iowa
State (15-4, 5-2 Big 12)
snuck past No. 19 Texas
(14-6, 3-4 Big 12) for an
89-86 win.
“Really pleased with
how we bounced back
from that disappointing
game on Saturday,” said
ISU coach Fred Hoiberg.
“I give all the credit to our
guys for getting together
and talking things out and
coming out with what I
think was our best practice
of the year yesterday.”
All eight Cyclones who
saw the floor scored, and
seven of them recorded
an assist as the team was
able to break a Texas zone
defense that was allowing
just 62.2 points per game.

GEORGES NIANG

LOOKING AHEAD

Minutes: 33
Points: 19
Rebounds: 2
Assists: 3
Blocks: 2
FG M-A: 7 for 13
3PM-A: 3 for 4

Who: TCU (14-5)
When: 1 p.m., Saturday
Where: Hilton Coliseum

The Longhorns had
not given up more than
75 points in a game before the fast-paced passing
attack of Iowa State put
up 89 points in front of a
packed Hilton Coliseum.
In fact, for 36 minutes,
it looked like the Cyclones
were playing the perfect
game.
With four minutes to
go, Iowa State had allowed
just 59 points and forced
12 turnovers on defense.
The final four minutes, the
Longhorns nailed 10-of-15
shots, scored 27 points
and continued the narrative of close games in the
Big 12.
“That was crazy. That
was an absolutely crazy
game,” Hoiberg said. “We
tried to take away the
penetration, they kicked
it out for a three. When
we stayed hugged up on a
3-point shooter, they got
to the rim. …They kept
competing all the way
through the game and
we were very fortunate to
hold on.”
But when the Cyclones were playing their
best, they did it as a team.
With 20 assists on 29
baskets, Iowa State finished with five players
in double figures, led by
Georges Niang’s 19 points.

The do-it-all junior
got back to his efficient
self, shooting 7-for-13
from the floor and hitting
3-of-4 from behind the
arc.
Coming off a 4-for10 night against Texas
Tech, the All-American
candidate led his team to
a victory that keeps the
Cyclones in the Big 12 title
conversation.
“Any time you can win
a game, that’s a good thing
for us,” said junior Georges Niang. “That being
said, we have yet to put a
40-minute game together,
but I’m definitely proud
of our guys and how we
battled on the boards and
throughout the game.”
The Cyclones now sit
half a game behind Kansas
for the Big 12 lead and take
on the Jayhawks exactly a
week from the Texas win.
But with the loss to Texas
Tech still fresh on their
minds, the TCU game
sandwiched between the
ranked opponents may
serve as another trap game
for the Cyclones.
But for now, Hoiberg
doesn’t want to hear it.
The critics surrounding
the ISU basketball team
will have to wait until Iowa
State’s matchup with TCU
on Saturday.
“Look, I’ve been miserable for 48 damn hours.
I’m going to enjoy this
one, okay?”

Blake Lanser/Iowa State Daily

Junior forward Georges Niang jumps for a layup during Iowa State’s matchup with Texas on Monday. Niang
scored 19 points with three assists, aiding in an 89-86 victory against the Longhorns.

Iowa State attempts to
keep pace for final stretch
By Ryan.Young
@iowastatedaily.com
Believe it or not, the
halfway point in Big 12
Conference play is rapidly
approaching. And to say
the least, it’s been a roller
coaster season for the Cyclones.
But it appears Bill
Fennelly’s team is still
climbing upward. On Sunday, Fennelly was able to
lead his team to perhaps
the biggest road win in
his 20-year career at Iowa
State.
Iowa State (14-4, 5-2
Big 12) traveled to Austin,
Texas on Sunday to compete against No. 8 Texas,

the second matchup between the two teams this
season.
And once again, the
Cyclones came out victorious by a single point,
winning the game 58-57
and earning the season
sweep against the Longhorns.
But after earning one
of the biggest road wins in
ISU history, just one thing
came to Fennelly’s mind.
“I said we’ve got to
land in Ames and move
on quickly,” Fennelly said.
“This is a big week for us.
I mean, beating Texas is
great, but you lose two
games this week and it’s
not such a big deal anymore.”

If you take the time to
reminisce on the first half
of conference play, the
Cyclones have just about
exceeded expectations.
Iowa State only has
two losses in conference
play, with one of those
losses by a mere two
points.
The team sits in third
place in the Big 12 Conference standings and is a
perfect 3-0 at home.
The start, while impressive, could have gone
several different ways,
Fennelly said.
But with a conference
as strong as the Big 12, it’s
important to come out
on top in the winnable
games.
“When you looked at
the schedule at the beginning of the year, you never
know exactly,” Fennelly
said. “If you would have
said at the beginning that
you’re 5-2, I’d say, ‘sign
me up.’”
Where has all this
success come from? Well,
Fennelly notes that it’s
not necessarily coming
from the outside, but how
the team is dealing with it
from within.
“I think the biggest
thing is we haven’t beaten ourselves,” Fennelly
said. “The formula for us
has been the same for 20
years … when we’ve done
that, we’ve had a chance
to win.”
The Cyclones certainly did that Sunday,
as well. Down early in the
game, the team was able
to fight its way back into
the game, rapidly closing
the gap tahtthe Longhorns
were able to create.
When it was all said
and done, though, Iowa
State was able to find a
way to come out on top.
Senior guard Nikki
Moody acknowledged the

Charlie Coffey/Iowa State Daily

Senior guard Nikki Moody positions herself during Iowa State’s matchup against Texas on Jan. 10 at Hilton. The
Cyclones defeated the Longhorns 59-57. Iowa State’s next game is against Kansas on Wednesday.

big win, but also noted
how much this can help
in the long run.
“It just shows that we
can compete at the end of
the day,” Moody said. “We
were down at halftime
both times and we just
had the heart to compete
both times.”
And for a team without a true superstar, it
seems like Moody is finding a way to step into that
role.
Moody currently
averages more than 12
points per game, one of
the best on the team, and
is shooting 40 percent
from the line.
Even Fennelly can
agree that Moody is becoming more of a leader
on the team.
He also noted that
while she may not have
superstar numbers, her
play is close to it.
“I think she is, and
she wants that,” Fennelly
said. “She’s got the ball in
her hands a lot, and I think
because of the way people
are starting to guard us,
dribble penetration becomes more and more important. She doesn’t shy
away from the spotlight,
which is to her credit.”

Fernstrom earns Big 12 Freshman of the Week
For the third time
only played 22 minutes
this season, Bryanna
against the Horned
Fernstrom is getting
Frogs.
national recognition.
Fernstrom came up
The Big 12 anbig again against No.
nounced Monday that
8 Texas on Jan. 25. She
Fernstrom was named
scored six total points
the Big 12 Freshman of
in the game, including
the Week, marking the
a layup with just over
third time she has won
30 seconds left in the
the award this season.
game, bringing the
In fact, she has even
Cyclones within one.
won the award more
Fernstrom also hauled
times than any other
in a rebound in the
Big 12 freshman this
closing seconds, sealing
season.
the upset win for the
Fernstrom, a 6-foot- Cyclones.
5-inch center from CenFernstrom averter City, Minn., scored a
aged 12 points and 4.0
game-high 18 points in
rebounds on the week,
the team’s win against
and shot 52.3 percent
TCU earlier last week, a
from the field, enough
game she didn’t even
to earn her the Big 12
start. In fact, Fernstrom
award.
The Cyclones will
have a two game homestand this week, as they
play Kansas on Wednesday and Oklahoma State
on Saturday.
With the team having
three games in one week,
it can be tough to stay fo-

cused on each game.
“It’s going to be a
struggle in the sense that
everybody is going to be
tired,” Moody said. “But I
think if we embrace it and
keep pushing and helping
each other, I think we’ll
be fine.”
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After wearing designer jeans throughout high school, many women now in college are switching to less expensive choices as a way to save money.

By Ali.Hanson
@iowastatedaily.com
A few years ago, many
women in high school who
cared about their appearance would only be seen
wearing designer jeans.
Now, that generation is
in college and members
of it are letting expensive
jeans collect dust, while
they wear less expensive
jegging choices.
Is it because those
people are now college students with college budgets
and have become more
price conscious? Or is it
because they see no reason
to splurge their entire paycheck on one item?
It may be a mixture
of both. Because of their
limited allowance, they
have been forced to look

elsewhere for their jeans
and in turn, realized less
expensive jeans are just as
good or maybe even trump
their True Religions.
Whatever the reason,
designer brands that exclusively carried denim,
such as Lucky Brand Jeans,
have opted to add more
products to their sales in
order to increase revenue
and continue to thrive as a
company. One can assume
the businesses had to do so
because of the dwindling
interest in their only product category.
With trends leaving
just as fast as they emerge,
it’s difficult to invest in
clothing. Even the basics,
like your favorite skinnies,
will probably not be as popular in a year because of a
particular style element.
The trend of having exces-

sively shredded jeans were
popular this summer, but
now with the cold weather
nipping at any bare skin,
exposed knees are not an
option.
However, your ASOS
jeans probably don’t have
an innovative addition
that provides an ultra soft
feel and won’t stretch with
wear. Yes, Paige has made
a claim that their VerdugoArmstrong jeans will not
stretch even with a soft
hand. These jeans come at
a stealthy price of $169.
So here is when the
calculations come into play
to figure out if the jeans really are worth it. If one were
to buy the Paige jeans for
$169, they might assume
they will continue to wear
these until an E! News reporter states that jeans with
a slight fade in the thigh are

the worst inventions ever
and then the jeans will be
taken to a consignment
shop. Or, a change in the
shopper’s weight happens,
which will most likely have
to progress over a couple
years because these jeans
don’t look as though they’ll
diminish in quality in the
near future.
Now, what if they buy
ASOS Rivington High Denim Jeggings. These jeans
are $56.85 but are made
with 37 percent polyester, making the pants very
stretchy. The jeans are first
seen as very basic but have
a single rip in the right
knee and also start quite
high on a model’s waist.
Both elements, actually all
if you include the simple
aesthetic, are in trend, so
you take a chance that they
won’t be the most stylish

look next fall. As mentioned
earlier, they are also going
to stretch and with multiple
wears, won’t be as snug
unless you wash and dry
regularly, which will fade
the original color and dilute
the saturation.
It really comes down
to personal opinion. Do
you want the highest quality because you wear jeans
a lot, but opt for a plain
appearance, so it doesn’t
go out of trend in a matter
of a season? Or would you
rather have adorable jeans
that will probably become
faulty after wearing them
repeatedly for four months?
Choosing the right pair
of jeans can be tricky, but
researching, reading consumer reviews and weighing your options will help
you make the right choice
for yourself.

Mix around outfits with sneakers The BiggesT & NeWesT Back To school

Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily

The need for comfort
seems more important
when the weather gets cold.
Being stylish while dressed
appropriately for Iowa’s
weather forecast doesn’t
always go hand-in-hand.
We’re in luck because the
days when sneakers were
only associated with athletic
clothing are gone. Although
it’s no secret women tend to
use high-heeled pumps and
towering platforms to spice
up an outfit, opting for a
sneaker instead isn’t such a
bad idea. Sneakers are not
only a much more comfortable alternative, but when
worn correctly, they can be
super stylish and perfect for
campus.
Sneakers aren’t the first
sporty, staple item to grace
wardrobes for women.
The baseball cap has been
worn by women for years.
The Isabel Marant wedge
sneaker initially started
this ever-growing trend.
Now, women everywhere
are integrating it into their
everyday style in many different ways.
With sneakers, the
line begins to blur between
comfort and style, which for

Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily

By Erin.Dungan
@iowastatedaily.com

women can sometimes be
rare. They create the perfect girl-meets-boy vibe,
which has developed as a
trend throughout the past
few years. From boyfriend
jeans to oversized tops, it’s
expected to be around a
couple more seasons.
To ensure that the

sneaker can be made stylish, look for a pair that is
lightweight and free from
any bulkiness. If they don’t
look like a typical shoe worn
to the gym, they’ll probably
work. Brands like New Balance, Nike and Adidas offer
sneakers like this. Many
are colorful canvas, and
others are neutral leather.
Try choosing a sneaker that
has a unique characteristic. Perhaps a fun print or
modern edge? Even styles
that are more athletic, but
lightweight like the Nike
Roshe Run or Free Run are
still acceptable when styled
correctly.
For a casual approach,
style the sneakers with a basic tee and cropped skinny
jeans. For a more sophisticated touch, pair the kicks
with an elegant dress and
leather jacket. To create
a preppy vibe, try a pastel
skater skirt with a tucked in
button down.
If these styles seem too
bold for your personal style,
consider trying more of a
fashion sneaker like Converse.
Colorful or neutral, low
top or high top, patterned or
solid, the sneaker silhouette
is sure to be a comfortable
alternative that can add
spunk to any outfit.
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ABROAD p8
Semester at Sea is open
to students of any major,
but is also available to “lifelong learners” and retirees.
Semester at Sea has grown
in popularity since it’s beginning in 1926. While students are doing field studies
in different countries, others are working on projects
on the ship.
“I coordinated the middle passage project,” said
Amber Carpenter, junior in
biology, who participated
in Semester at Sea in the fall
semester. “We did the same
voyage as the slaves from
Barcelona to Brazil.”
The Middle Passage is
the path that was taken during slave trade from West Africa and Barcelona, Spain to
Brazil. During the passage,
slaves who were going to be
sold in Brazil were chained
together at the bottom of
the boat and were fed very
little for the three to four
months that it took to travel
across the ocean.
“Many people think
that the United States has
the most slaves, but it was
actually Brazil,” Carpenter
said. “They were also the
last to abolish slavery, only
about 140 years ago.”
Because of the Ebola
outbreak in West Africa,
students were not able to go
to Senegal or Ghana.
“It really hit me hard

GRANT p8
collected on them in 2001,
when the parents were at
midlife.
This longitudinal study
is done on many levels, assessing participants on all
aspects of their lives, which
includes but is not limited
to social, work, financial
and romantic aspects. This
study is unique in that genetic data has also been
collected from the participants.
Lorenz believes the genetic material isn’t the only
thing that sets their study
apart from others
“What’s interesting
about our data is that we
have couples data,” Lorenz
said. “A lot of studies that
look at retirement interview men and women, but
not husbands and wives.”
Neppl, whose interest
is in both family and individual stress, says that one
of the study’s biggest find-

that we couldn’t go there,”
Carpenter said. “When we
crossed the Atlantic, I was
able to see the African heritage and how it is woven
into the culture.”
Students on the fall
trip stopped at 10 different ports throughout the
Atlantic Ocean in Europe,
Africa, South America, Central America and ending in
the United States.
“One thing I gained
was knowing that I have it
great in the United States,”
Carpenter said. “We visited
orphanages in Morocco and
slums in Brazil. Now, I know
I want to give back to people
who don’t live in the United
States.”
During the Semester
at Sea program, students
take classes on the ship and
they have class seven days a
week, except for days when
they port.
“The ship isn’t like a
Disney Cruise,” Carpenter
said. “We have a pool, but
it’s small. At night, we have
movie nights, but mostly
people are studying because
we have class everyday.”
The current Semester
at Sea is taking a different
route with boarding places
in Asia, India, Africa and
ending in Europe. Students
will not be returning to the
United States until the end
of the semester.
“I haven’t been homesick yet, but I do miss Hilton

Magic a lot,” said Mark Rissmann, senior in management, in an email because
he is currently on a voyage. “I got a lot of strange
looks when I was screaming
as loud as possible when
I found out we beat [Kan-

ings is something called the
“Family Stress Model”.
“What we have found
is that in families who are
experiencing economic
hardships or pressures,
they become emotionally
distressed,” Neppl said.
“That emotional anxiety
impacts the quality of their
romantic relationship and
that impacts their parenting.”
Since the last wave of
data was collected in 2011,
Neppl says the project is eager to reconnect with many
of the families who’ve been
with the project since its
beginning.
“A lot of these families
take great ownership in the
project. A lot of them have
been doing this their whole
lives, having us come into
their homes and be gracious with their time and
energy has been amazing
for us. They want to share
their stories and for us to
learn from them.”

Frederick Lorenz is a researcher for the Family Transitions Project. The project recently received a $2 million grant.

515.294.4123

Courtesy of Amber Carpenter

Through the Semester at Sea program, students have an opportunity to
see life in foreign countries. For some students, such as junior Amber Carpenter, it showed her that life in the United States wasn’t so bad after all.

sas].”
Because the students
are living on a ship, harsh
weather affects their living conditions more than it
would on land.
“My favorite memory so far would be the day

we hit 20-25 foot waves,”
Rissmann said. “The ship
was moving all over and
trying to walk in a straight
line doesn’t exist. In certain
classes, your chair would
slide to one side or people
would fall out of their seat.”
Life on the ship for students is similar to being at
the university.
People are taking classes, studying and living in
dorm style living.
Both Carpenter and
Rissmann lived in cabins
called outside triples that
bunk three people. When
students were off of the ship
they got to experience the
different cultures each place
has to offer.
“I only know a few
things about the major
countries we are going to,
but as far as some of the
smaller countries, I have
no clue what it has to offer
and that makes me excited,”
Rissmann said. “I like not
knowing what I am going to
experience or going to places most people will never go
to in their life time.”
Studying abroad is expensive and every program
has a different fee. Students
interested in going on the
trip have options to apply
for scholarships, raise money or use the help of financial aid through university
billing.
Every study abroad
program can cost a different
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amount because different
amenities may be covered
in a package.
Some more expensive
packages for study abroad
may include housing, while
some less expensive may
require that students find
housing on their own.
“Keep in mind it is like
apples to oranges what is
covered by the program
fee,” Ernberger said. “Semester at Sea is bundled
and is a set package deal.”
Students who go on
the trip are provided with
housing — dorm styles may
range in price — and with
meals on the ship.
“Financially, it is not
easy, but if you really want
to do it, you can do it,”
Carpenter said. “Apply for
scholarships and save your
money so you can do this
trip of a lifetime.”
The Semester at Sea requirements are the same as
all of the study abroad programs, requiring the general
study abroad qualifications.
Students who are wanting to study abroad or are
interested in learning about
the Semester at Sea program
should contact the Study
Abroad Center.
“What is wonderful
about this trip is that the
destinations come to you,”
Ernberger said. “You get the
benefits of the travel program, but they come right
to your doorstep.”

Schuyler Smith/Iowa State Daily
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HELP WANTED
Crop Scouting
Internship
Eastern Iowa

Stop by our booth at the
Ag Job Fair, located at the
MU February 4th.
For more information call
800-727-2688 or bradb@crop-tech.com

Print PDF

Website

HELP WANTED

Free Baby
Clothes!
Free Pregnancy Testing
Free Maternity Clothes
Non-Judgmental Guidance

IRTHRIGHT
of Ames, Inc.

108 Hayward Ave. | www.birthrightames.org
birthrightames@gmail.com | 515-292-8414

It’s better out west!

Assistant Teacher University Community Childcare is looking for
assistant teachers to work with
young children. Morning - mid
day hours needed. Eligibility for
college work-study program a
plus. For application information,
visit www.universitycommunitychildcare.org or stop by office at
corner of Stange Rd and Bruner
Dr. Email ppepper@iastate.edu
Great Plains Sauce & Dough
Company is now hiring delivery
drivers. You will need a valid
driver's license, insurance, and a
dependable vehicle. Drivers get
paid at an hourly rate plus tips,
as well as per pizza and number
of stops. Apply in person at 129
Main St. 515-232-4263.
Kitchen Help Dublin Bay hiring
kitchen help. Please apply in
person at 320 S. 16th St. 515-9563580. Ask for Matt.

FOR RENT
2 BR Duplex, DW, W/D, gas heat,
central AC, full basement, attached garage. Garbage service,
yard maintenance, snow removal
provided. Cy-Ride stop on street.
$675. Call 515-231-8747. Available
Feb. 1. No pets, no smoking
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